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About BindTechs

Our flexible and scalable solution enables seamless 
collaboration and enhanced digital visualization for local 
and global operations. No-code cloud software for 
collaborative work in production drives faster automation. 
Custom solutions are built with ease for your individual 
needs

BINDTECHS is a cutting-edge technology startup offering 
code-free cloud software for different businesses
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Industrial automation saves time and money 
from its conception and into the future


Production processes are , making it 
possible to visually see problems in factories and production plants. 



No matter the complexity of the project, a  allows 
you to master and use BindTechs technology within a few days of 
implamentation.



Our task is to  set up more automated systems 
, and without the use of programming or scripting. 

BindTechs is compatible with most PLC and RTU models, and 
supports variousconnection protocols.

digitalized for optimization

no-code system

in a very 
short time

help you

How  can benefit 
operation?


automation
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What are the  of 
automation?

benefits

Ability to be more 
competitive

Increased 
production output

Consistent and 
improved part 

production and quality

Smaller 
environmental 

footprint

Lower operating 
costs

Improved 
worker safety

Reduced factory 
lead times

Faster ROI

Automating and data binding is the new key to enabling 
factories to increase productivity
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What  is 
capable of


Bindtechs

No-code solutions

API integrations

API development services

Machine learning software

Business intelligence & dashboard reporting

IT support & security

Data performance dashboards

Corporate data management

Data mapping & enginering

Data analytics to drive digital strategy
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Powerful Solutions to 
 Your Performance
Accelerate

This is a powerful tool that can help improve operations and increase 
efficiency. With a Manufacture Dashboard, you can easily access and 
view key performance indicators (KPIs) and other important data in 

real-time, allowing you to make informed decisions quickly.



Furthermore, the dashboard can help to track the inventory, 
production process, and machine utilization, which can lead to 
reduction in downtime and increase in the overall production.

MANUFACTURE DASHBOARD
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Powerful Solutions to 
 Your Performance
Accelerate

Dashboard is equipped with enormous designs for the modern CEO. This 
powerful tool summarizes complex data points into easily digestible 

snippets that can be translated into clear actions for your CXO.



With the help of supply chain dashboard the logistic and warehouse 
operations can track their supply chain in real-time inventory levels in a 

single display.

BUSINESS HEALTH DASHBOARD
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Powerful Solutions to 
 Your Performance
Accelerate

With a Sales & marketing Dashboard, you can track sales data, 
identify popular products and services, and adjust marketing 

strategies to increase sales.



You can track customer demographics, feedback, and preferences, 
allowing the business to tailor services to meet the needs of 

customers better

SALES & MARKETING DASHBOARD
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Powerful Solutions to 
 Your Performance
Accelerate

This is a type of dashboard which summarizes information and simplifies 
complex data set into an easy intelligible view to the decision-makers.



It can also provide valuable insights into operations, such as identifying 
bottlenecks or inefficiencies, which can help you make more informed 

decisions about where to invest in new technology or resources.

INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT DASHBOARD
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My Document My Document My Document

Simultaneous visulization of all 
data from any number of devices


Real-time connection between 
any databases and loT devices

Web-based solution built on 
next-gen technologies

This is a Flexible Builder with a full 
set of tools for Supervisory 

Control And Data Acquisition
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Build tables, charts, 
and graphs from any 

data source
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Manufacturing 
Execution

Workflow
Team Collaboration

Production 
Reporting

System Management

Process 
Visualization

Discrete Execution

Recipe Managment

Enterprise 
Visualization

Supervisory 
Visualization

Device 
Communication

Data Analysis & 

Predictive Analysis
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oom Team
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Ente
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e Team

BindTechs Operations Control is a 
comprehensive and scalable solution that 
enables HMI and supervisory visualization, 
seamless collaboration, manufacturing 
execution, and analytics capabilities thatare 
provided from a combined subscription model.


About Operations 
Control
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More about 
Operations 

Control


Easy to choose offers that reduce purchase and 
adoption complexity


Transform with unparalled insights to digitalize 
work processes and knowledge


No limitations on IO, tags, or devices–expand 
information access to more users


Capability that goes beyond core HMI/SCADA 
to drive operations excellence


Simplicity


Outcome focused


Unlimited


Comprehensive
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Emprower connected 
workers

Improve operational 
effectiveness

Increase asset 
reliability

Benefits gained from using 
our Operations Control


Empower stakeholders to 
reast effictively to different 

scenarios and allow them to 
identify opportunities for 

improvement

Create leaner systems that 
work towards the elimination of 
waste, downtime, motion, and 

waiting time. Reduce non-value 
added data handling

Reducing the maintenance 
required for assets increases 

profitability and lowers the 
risk of asset failure
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What is our competitive 
advantage?

BindTechs

Dynamic plug & play modules for 
everything: SQL, NoSQL, API-based, and 

realtime (MQTT, Sockets, & event brokers)



Wrap it up and Go


Dull set of predefined 
components


Strict Set of Protocols


Complicated UX


Unintelligent feedback between top 
level and C-Level management


Regular Scada System


Dynamic plug & play components with 
low-code customizable themes

Hierarchical live diagrams to create one 
picture summaries
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Contact our company 
collaborators


Adress
USA Web Dev

Denver, Colorado USA

Denver

Colorado, 

USA

Tallinn

Estonia

Tel Aviv

Israel

Adress
SolidOne Software OÜ

Tallinn, Estonia 


